Executive Planning Committee

Ross Pendergraft Library, Room 325
August 17, 2015 at 2:00 p.m.

Present: Dr. Larry Large, Dr. Arnie Yasinski, Dr. AJ Anglin, Dr. Robin Bowen,
Dr. Pat Buford, Ms. Shauna Donnell, Ms. Jayne Jones, Mr. David Moseley, Ms. Susie Nicholson,
Dr. Jason Patton, Mr. Ritchie Powers, Mr. Bruce Sikes, Dr. Jason Warnick, Mr. Wyatt Watson,
Ms. Leigh Whiteside, and Ms. Jana Crouch
I.

The Assigned Readings

II.

Attendance at the Strategic Planning Overview on August 19

III.

Mission and Vision Statements

IV.

Involvement in Working Group Meetings

V.

Institutional Research

Dr. Anglin encouraged the EPC to read the strategic planning books recommended by the
consultants and continue to read the newsletters from Inside Higher Ed and the Lumina
Foundation. He noted the prevailing themes were delivering quality education while reducing costs
through greater productivity. Dr. Yasinski stated it would need to be determined if ATU was
following the national trends discussed in the readings, and if not, could those trends be used to
predict future issues and challenges.

Dr. Anglin asked the members to encourage faculty and staff to attend the consultants’ overview
during the General Faculty Meeting on Wednesday, August 19. He emphasized all voices were
welcomed and necessary for an open process.
Dr. Anglin stated, in a typical strategic planning process, the mission and vision statements would
be reviewed and updated at the beginning of the strategic planning process. However, the
Executive Council had decided the mission statement should instead be reviewed at the conclusion
of the strategic planning process. Dr. Bowen noted the Executive Council felt modifying the mission
statement early in the process could have become unintentionally prescriptive.
Dr. Anglin reminded the EPC that the Working Groups and the SPC would be working intensively
during the fall, and the EPC would perform the majority of their work in the spring, assigning
priority and determining cost for the drafted strategic plan put forth by the SPC. Dr. Large
encouraged the EPC members to periodically attend Working Group meetings and listen to the
discussion. He cautioned that the Working Group members may try to defer to any present EPC
members for input, and encouraged them to resist.

Dr. Large encouraged the group to consider what data and information would be needed to develop
the strategic plan, and to request that data from Mr. Watson, Director of Institutional Research, as
early as possible. Mr. Watson offered to attend meetings of the Working Groups as needed,
particularly when they would be discussing data. Dr. Yasinski stated, rather than the EPC trying to
decide what data are needed, the members should instead let Mr. Watson know the question or
issue being addressed, so he can assist with determining which data would be most relevant. The
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following discussion centered on the availability of the data being requested, and it was decided the
majority of data would be posted to the website, with Dr. Anglin, Dr. Warnick and Mr. Watson
determining the sensitivity of the data, if any.

VI.

Arkansas Tech University “Brand”

VII.

Internal and External Partnerships and Collaborations

VIII.

Academic Quality at ATU

IX.

Our Future Students

X.

Strategic Planning Website and Dedicated Email

Dr. Anglin asked for the general public’s perception of Arkansas Tech University. The prevailing
themes were a welcoming, family atmosphere that felt like “home” and personal care and concern
for the individual students. Mrs. Whiteside reported many alumni hold strong ties to the university
long after graduation. However, some alumni from the 1970s and 1980s have a different
perception due to the declining condition of the physical plant. It was noted the alumni who had
not visited the campus in recent years may not realize the extensive improvements that have taken
place. The EPC discussed potential branding niches such as serving underrepresented and/or
at-risk populations, providing an atmosphere where every student belongs, or providing an
atmosphere where students primarily come for a high quality education, rather than a “party
school”.
The EPC was asked to consider what internal and external partnerships and collaborations ATU
currently has and what opportunities remain. The discussion centered on the need for smoother
collaboration and transition between the Ozark campus and Russellville campus. Dr. Anglin
expressed the need for additional collaboration among the state universities. Mr. Watson noted an
opportunity to increase the number of students admitted to the Nursing program, which has very
high demand, by increasing partnerships with facilities around the state that could provide
additional clinical space.
The EPC discussed the perception of academic quality at ATU, with the general consensus being the
quality was “improving”. Dr. Buford provided the example that the Engineering curriculum had
been revamped in recent years to include more “hands on” components, and companies in the
industry now sought out Engineering graduates from ATU.

Dr. Yasinski provided student demographic information over the past nine years, as well as student
to faculty/staff ratios for ATU compared to other state institutions (attached).
The EPC viewed the strategic planning website (http://www.atu.edu/strategicplanning/index.php)
and were given the dedicated strategic planning email address (strategicplanning@atu.edu).
Dr. Anglin emphasized the importance that the entire campus and community were aware that
feedback and input were necessary for this process.
The meeting adjourned at 4:00pm.
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